Electric Strikes
from effeff

Auxiliary locking model 9338

Concealed installation, flat surface

Auxiliary locking model 9338
Concealed solution for higher tamper protection

The innovative auxiliary locking system 9338 is an
elegant, universal solution.
It consists of a 138T ProFix® series electric strike and
a magnetic bolt counterpart and is suitable for any
area of additional locking elements. As an concealed
solution, it offers higher tamper protection compared
to conventional holding magnets.
The difference:
complete integration – flat surface
The additional locking element 9338 is completly
concealed installed in the door leaf and its frame.
Compared to standard additional locking elements,
the magnetic deadbolt stays inside the housing till
the door reach the correct position. This ensures
completely flat surfaces with no mechanical elements
protruding. The concealed design creates a nice door
design.

For use in:
· Medical practices
· Law practices
· Hotels
· Interlocks
· Wet cells
· Hatches in laboratories

Application areas
The additional locking element can be used wherever
an additional lock is required alongside the main lock.
Typical application areas are medical and law practices
or hotels for example. Another application area is in all
types of interlocks, such as connected bathrooms in
hospitals or hatches in laboratories. Thanks to the concealed design the door element / frame can be easily
cleaned and high hyguenic standards can be fulfilled,
such as those in medical facilities.

Low installation depth and subsequent
adjustment options
The newly developed magnetic bolt counterpart is
significantly more compact than other solutions in the
market. Thanks to its low installation depth, it is
particularly suitable for narrow profiles. The concealed
bolt allows ProFix®2 technology to be used in this type
of lock, thus offering decisive advantages for the whole
locking system.
Thanks to the ProFix® design, there is no need for a
latch profile edge on the frame or the striking plate. A
flanged striking plate is no longer required. The electric
strike is fully integrated into the closed door profile
and the door seal surface remains completely intact.
The bolt can also be adjusted to the door structure
after installation. The bolt used is remarkably quiet
thanks to its excellent slide properties and no lubrication is required.
Benefits at a glance:
·P
 roFix®2 function: concealed installation, visually
attractive
·N
 o need for big visible cutouts in the frame
·N
 o latch profile edge required on the frame; flanged
striking plates are no longer necessary
·N
 o additional closing pressure needed
· F ail-unlocked, fail-locked and reversible hold- open
versions are available
·O
 ptional: monitoring contact and armature contact
· E lectric strike and magnetic latch are adjustable due
to FaFix®

The 9338 model series
in brief

Voltage
12 V DC
24 V DC

Complete set with striking plate (160x24x3mm)
Electric strike with protection diode.

Item/feature

E9
F9

Order code

Magnetic deadbolt with fail-unlocked 9 3 3 8 - - - 3 4 G 3 5 * * 1
strike 138TQ53 and stainless steel
striking plate no. 34G

Voltage
12 V DC
24 V DC

Complete set with striking plate (160x24x3mm)
Electric strike with monitoring contact and protection
diode.

Item/feature

E9
F9

Order No.

Magnetic deadbolt with fail-unlocked 9 3 3 8 R R - 3 4 G 3 5 * * 1
strike 138TQ63 and stainless steel
striking plate no. 34G

Voltage
12 V DC
24 V DC

Set without striking plate
For flexible use with effeff brand ProFix®2 striking
plates. Electric strike with protection diode

E9
F9

Item/feature

Order No.

Magnetic deadbolt with
fail-unlocked strike 138TQ53

9 3 3 8 - - - - - - - - * * 1

Voltage
12 V DC
24 V DC

Set without striking plate
For flexible use with effeff brand ProFix®2 striking
plates. Electric strike with monitoring contact and
protection diode.

Item/feature

E9
F9

Order code

Magnetic deadbolt with fail-unlocked 9 3 3 8 R R - - - - - - * * 1
strike 138TQ63

Note:
Versions are also available with fail-locked strikes:
Model range 9318.
Example:
Order code for a complete set, 10-24 V AC/DC
9318---34G35A71.
Magnetic deadbolt
For use in combination with electric strikes in the
118T/138T/148T series
Item/feature

Order No.

Magnetic deadbolt

9 3 3 8 - - - - - - - - - 0 0

Please note:
The Magnetic deadbolt function will only work with
electric strikes from the 138T, 118T and 148T series.
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www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.de
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The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader
in access solutions. Every day we help
people feel safe, secure and experience
a more open world.
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